Good morning WAPA customers,

The March issue of Closed Circuit is now available. If you haven't already, be sure to bookmark this page, where you will be able to access all issues as they are released.

This issue features the following stories:

- Lightning strike in DSW leads to fast collaboration
- UGP employee receives MRO HERO Award
- What to understand during WAPA's re-entry
- First AEM of year spotlights change
- Aviation manager recognized with safety award
- WAPA's 45th Anniversary Photo Contest is live
- Return to work safely
- Rapid Recaps
- 508 corner
- Brief Transmissions

As a reminder, monthly publication schedules and the constantly evolving nature of the situation means it is not possible for Closed Circuit to provide up-to-date information regarding COVID-19.

We appreciate your feedback. If you have story ideas or know of newsworthy milestones or achievements, don't hesitate to send them my way.

Philip Reed
reed@wapa.gov

Public Affairs Specialist and Closed Circuit editor